
Citizens United 
On January 21, 2010, the U.S. Supreme Court unleashed a 
flood of corporate money into our political system by an-
nouncing, contrary to longstanding precedents, that corpora-
tions have a constitutional right to spend unlimited amounts 
of money to promote or defeat candidates. The decision in this 
historic case – Citizens United v. Federal Election Commis-
sion – overturns a century of campaign finance law.  Come to 
our next meeting, May 8 to learn more about the movement 
for a constitutional amendment to overturn this decision. 

Is This True? 
Argued before the Supreme Court in 1992 and decided in a contentious 
6-3 ruling in 1993, Herrera v. Collins states that anyone who is found 
legally guilty in a court of law, even if later evidence determines that they 
are actually innocent, does not have explicit constitutional protection 
under the 8th amendment's wording on cruel and unusual  
punishment.  In his spirited dissenting opinion, Justice Blackmun, 
joined by Justices Stevens and Souter, stated: "Nothing could be more 
contrary to contemporary standards of decency or more shocking to the 
conscience than to execute a person who is actually innocent.” Chastis-
ing the majority for its circumspection, Blackmun wrote, "We really are 
being asked to decide whether the Constitution forbids the execution of a 
person who has been validly convicted and sentenced, but who, none-
theless, can prove his innocence with newly discovered evidence," and he 
took note of "the State of Texas' astonishing protestation to the 
contrary." 

Glenn Greenwald 
When Saddam Hussein was captured in 2003 by U.S. forces, Iraq War 
advocates boastfully celebrated the event as proof that they were right 
and used it to mock war opponents (Joe Lieberman and John Kerry, for 
instance, gleefully exploited the event to demand that Howard Dean admit his war op-
position was wrong). When Muammar Gaddafi was forced by NATO bombing in August 
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2011 to flee Tripoli, advocates of U.S. intervention played the same 
game (ThinkProgress gleefully exploited the occasion to try to shame those who object-
ed to the illegality of Obama’s waging the war even after Congress voted against its au-
thorization: as though Gadaffi’s fleeing could render legal Obama’s plainly illegal inter-
vention).  Hillary Clinton was downright sociopathic, gloating and cackling in an inter-
view when told about Gadaffi’s death by mob: “We came, we saw, he died.”  Comment 
Jerry Lotierzo—- The unraveling of Iraq, Libya and Syria plus the emergence of Al-
Qaeda and ISIS proves all those foreign policy gurus were disastrously incompetent.  
And now we have a mess and endless war and they still want to speak as if they know 
what they are talking about. 

ACA History 
“Although a majority of Senate Democrats supported the public option, the industry 
knew it only needed one senator who caucused with the Dems to change his mind and 
kill it. A senator from Connecticut, the insurance capital of the world, became the in-
dustry's go-to guy. Insurers had spent years investing in Sen. Joe Lieberman, a former 
Democrat-turned-Independent. During the reform debate, the watchdog group Public 
Campaign Action Fund, (now called EveryVoice), called Lieberman an "insurance pup-
pet," noting that insurers had contributed nearly half a million dollars to his campaigns 
over the years. The Democrats needed Lieberman's vote to get reform passed, and in-
surers knew it. Shortly before the Senate was set to vote on the bill, Lieberman said he 
would vote for the bill only if the public option was stripped out. In retrospect, the half a 
million dollars in campaign contributions might have been the best money the industry 
ever spent. That's because the Affordable Care Act, for all the good it has done to ex-
pand access to health care, has, as I predicted, protected and enhanced the profits of 
health insurance companies. As I pointed out, health insurers have seen their stock 
prices double, and in many cases triple, since Obama signed the ACA into law five years 
ago.”  Wendell Potter 

Climate News Network 
LONDON—More than 40% of the world’s great cities supplied by surface water could 
become vulnerable to shortages and drought by 2040, according to new research. And 
more than three out of 10 were already vulnerable in 2010. Meanwhile, the vital array of 
satellites designed to monitor rainfall and to warn of potential flooding is reported to be 
coming to the end of its shelf life. For the first time in history, more than half the 
world’s population is now concentrated in cities, and this proportion is predicted to in-
crease to two-thirds. Cities grow up near plentiful water supplies—and as a population 
explodes, so does demand. But the flow remains much the same. Some cities are already 
under drought stress. Chennai in southern India had to be supplied with tankers in 
2004 and 2005, and São Paulo in Brazil is now at crisis point. 
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Robert Borosage Warmongers – Beyond Giuliani’s Bile, The Real Threat 
Giuliani’s impugning of the president’s patriotism was cankerous, but his bellicose as-
sault on Obama’s foreign policy is part of a growing war hysteria that is far more dan-
gerous. It is far past time for more sensible voices to be heard. This is a time for the U.S. 
to address its real security needs, not to lurch mindlessly into more wars abroad. We 
need to focus on rebuilding our economy at home, not policing the world. We need to 
lead by example, not by force. We must learn that the U.S. military cannot and should 
not be the answer to every horror and every civil war in the world. Progressives who 
have been eerily absent from this debate must find their voice. 

Fight For 15 Crowd                                                
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That is a beautiful image.Recently, more than 1000 Muslims gathered to form a ring 
of peace around a synagogue in Oslo, Norway. They both offered a human shield—in the 
best sense of the term—protecting one of the most visibly Jewish locations in their city, 
and condemned the murder of Dan Uzan, a Danish Jew, at a Copenhagen synagogue.  
Did you see this on Fox News? 

European officials, led by extremists in the German government, offered “my way or the 
highway” to the new government of Greece after it was elected on January 25. On Feb-
ruary 4, the ECB cut off the most important line of financing to the Greek banking sys-
tem, provoking a stock market crash and more people taking their bank deposits out of 
the country. On February 12, European officials were indicating that Greece could lose 
access to Emergency Liquidity Assistance from the ECB, which would provoke a severe 
financial crisis and possibly collapse the Greek banking system.  But Syriza did not cave. 
 A week later, fearing an impasse that could force Greece out of the eurozone, European 
officials blinked and agreed to renegotiate the terms of the so-called “bailout” that pre-
vious Greek governments had agreed to, over the next four months. There will be tense 
negotiations ahead, but one thing is clear: Greece is fighting for the future of Europe. 
Citizens of the eurozone countries didn’t know when they formed the monetary union 
that they were not only losing their sovereign and democratic rights to control their 
most important macroeconomic policies – monetary, exchange rate, and then fiscal 
(spending and taxing) -- for the most vulnerable countries in recession, when they 
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needed it most. They had also ceded this power to people with an anti-social-Europe 
agenda, people who wanted to shrink the government, and cut health care, pensions 
and wages.  Now Greece is trying to get some of that democracy back.  It is badly need-
ed if Europe is to escape from this long nightmare.  
 

The fight for “Net Neutrality is far from over.  We must keep the internet free from cor-
porate domination because the powers do not want this to happen.  The neoliberals are 
not our allies and some of our supposed friends are aligning with the cable industry.  
Lots of money is at stake.  Keep following this and make your voce heard. 

And Who Does He Go After—-Teachers! 
Governor Cuomo and state lawmakers carved out a special real-estate subsidy called 
421a that's giving away huge tax breaks to New York City billionaires. Now the program 
is up for renewal.  A $100 million luxury penthouse got a 95% tax break under the 421a. 
How can we let this happen when so many New Yorkers are struggling to make ends 
meet every day?  Call your legislator. 

The Affordable Care Act has Reduced Prescription Drug Costs by Over 
$15 Billion The Affordable Care Act has enabled seniors to save over $15 billion on 
prescription drug costs since President Obama signed the bill in 2010. On average, this 
means that seniors have saved roughly $1,600 per person on their medications. The Af-
fordable Care Act fills the “doughnut hole” – a gap in prescription drug coverage that 
many seniors face - through rebates and discounts for what Medicare will not 
cover.“Increasingly, we are seeing evidence of what we knew since the be-
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ginning: that the Affordable Care Act saves seniors billions of dollars on 
their prescriptions,” said Ms. Easterling.  Read more from The Hill at 
http://tinyurl.com/lb4ryvn.   
In a statement to the press, Sylvia Mathews Burwell, Secretary of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, also noted that 40 million people have taken ad-
vantage of Medicare’s free preventive health care services, which will save the federal 
government and seniors billions of dollars over the next several decades while ensuring 
that Americans live longer and healthier lives. 

Chris Colebello, Bill Spreter, Jerry Lotierzo and Mike Lyon from UUP at the Lyncourt 
forum for public schools February 2015.  Picture by Wendy C. 
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